Hazardous Materials: Fume Hood Survey Sticker
Department: Industrial Hygiene and Information Management
Program: Hazardous Materials
Owner: Program Manager
Authority: ES&H Manual, Chapter 40, Hazardous Materials

Approximate dimension of both portions of label = 7" H × 3.25" W

FUME HOOD SURVEY
HOOD ID# ________________________
FACE VELOCITY _____________ FPM
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GOOD WORK PRACTICES FOR FUME HOOD USE
- Store chemicals and equipment outside of hood
- Keep containers and equipment >6" from front/back of hood
- Provide space under large equipment for proper air flow
- Keep sash closed or at lowest possible usable position
- Do not conduct perchloric acid digestion in this hood
- Prevent release of chemicals into fume hood sink
- Open chemical storage containers only when dispensing
- Avoid open container procedures when using volatiles

Lower Sash to Here
For Adequate Protection

Perforate bottom portion across width at line. Approximate dimension of bottom portion = 1.1" H × 3.25" W